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Page 8 NEW MEXICO LOBO 
'· ~ . 
Ca1T1pus 
·eriefs 
School Group Wants 
Investigation of SDS 
Boston (UPI) ·• The FBI has 
been asked to investigate the 
movement of Students for a 
Democratic Society (SDS) 
members into Boston high 
schools, the Boston School 
Committee said Thursday. 
was suspended for three days for 
passing out SDS literature in the 
high school building. Kerrigan said 
five adults were seen dispensing 
SDS literature in the area the 
same Ciay. He added police were 
called "to head off possible 
trouble." 
Senate Committee 
;Recommendations of 
acceptance were given seven 
nominees to ASUNM committees 
yesterday by the Senate 
Presidential Committee. 
The nominations will go before 
the entire Senate Wednesday, 
The seven nominations are: 
Tom Hogg, Camp\18 Planning; 
Barbara Brown, Speakers 
Committee; John Heide, Student 
Affairs; Scott Randall, Radio 
Board; Harvey Juarez, chairmap, 
Intra-mural and Recreation Board; 
Bill Bridgers, Union Board; and 
Joyce Hawthorne, Program 
Directorate. "' 
· · Clothing Drive 
An appeal for clothing for 
victims of the recent flood in the 
San Jose area of Albuquerque has 
been made by the United 
Mexican-American Students 
(UMAS) at UNM. 
UMAS will have a table set up 
on the mall, at the north entrance 
of the Union today and Tuesday, 
and possibly Wednesday, said 
UMAS member Geno Silva. 
"Any type of clothing is needed 
immediately, but only usable 
CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISING 
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini· 
mum ($1.40) per time run. If nd Is to 
run live or more conaecutive days with 
no changes the rate Is reduced to 5c 
per word and the minimum number of 
words to 10. 
TERMS: Payment must be made in 
full prior to insertion of advertisement. 
Classified Advertising 
UNM P .0. Box 20 
Albuquerque, N.ll!. 87106 
WHERE: JournaU.m Building. Room 
169, afternoons preferably or mail. 
I) PERSONALS 
1969 MIRAGES muot be picked up by 
Sept. 80, or they will be oold !or $6.00 
on a firgt come flrst served basis. 
WHY? Because it ccots $40,000 to print a 
yearbook, that's why/. Mirage '70-$7. 
DO YOU bite your nail8? Would you like 
• to stop? A limited number of pepo!e are 
being aeecpted In an experiment to stop 
nail biting. Under the auspices of UNM 
Psychology Dept. Call Mr. Stephen, 277• 
.2103for appointment. 9/22 
;puppy LEFT at UNM English Dep~rt­
, ment on Wed. 9/10. Owner p]oaso call 
• .277-2616. 
S'l'UDENT ID cird~ i;fOundJ Noll. MG-74· 
· 7893 Lander, & 176·40·2312 Pickett. 
; C!aim at :Rm.,,159o .TollrUII8m illdg. 
'BAHA'I, World. ,F.aith in<>eti!Wt! Friday 
. - 7:30 p.m. 1301 'Tiierall Ave: NE. Call 
242-4839 or 242•8474. 9/19 .. 
2) LOST & FOUND' 
i PLl!ASE help 1 sti:iJI '8 bail bummer I I 
• '
1 
· lost 'lliy doci fail aW ted mat~ Irish Jlet-
" · ter pflp. Call '242-?774 ... 
WALLET. Student ID 585·18-6284. $25 
reward-No questions Mked. Call zgg. 
1637. ' 
STUDEST ID · catds no. 685·07·0996, 
· :Kloeiiler;·no. 685-44-2518, Gaudry. Claim 
r.at rm. 169,-JoumaUsm Bldg. 
3) • ·· • SERVICES 
i.~N"AVA;lLABLE for child care In ber 
liome near. UNM. Call 243-2570. 9/24. 
5) FO~.S.ALE 
MOTORBIKE--WARDS GOcc. In good 
.
' ,can!Ution, :Ririe for' •dmpus use. $99, 
. ' .277·)!714. li/29. . . . . 
wearing apparel," emphasized 
Silva. Shoes are the most vital 
item, he said. 
Any person wishing further 
information on the clothing drive 
can call Silvat at 242-0543. 
Awards Deadline 
The deadline for applications 
for Institute of International 
Education awards is Sept. 30, 
Gel'ald Slavin,· director of 
international services at UNM 
announced today, 
The Institute conducts 
competition for U. S. government 
awards under the Fulbright-Hays 
Act and for grants offered by 
various foreign governments, 
universities and private donors. 
Committee Chairman John 
Kerrigan admitted the action 
"might shock the pants off of 
some of our liberals and 
lebertarians." He said, "I hope for 
arrests and prosecutions" in any 
further incidents of SDS 
disruption of classrooms, 
Wednesday a teacher at Girls 
Latin School said she was held 
prisoner in her own classroom for 
five minutes while five girls, 
allegedly SDS members, lectured 
the students on reform and 
revolution. 
Tuesday, Kerrigan said, a 
student at English High School Both full grants and travel grants to support study in a 
foreign country are available 
under the Fulbright-Hays Act. ' 
A full award provides tuition, ·· 
maintenance for the academic 
year, round-trip transportation, 
health and accident insurance and 
CAMPUS LAUNDRY 
and CLEANING 
an incidental allowance. 
Application forms are available 
at the office of International 
Services at UNM, 1717 Roma NE. 
Coln-op Dry-Cleaning 
and laundry 
Counselor Always on Duty 
2106 Central S.E. 247~ 
·--
.. 
"I think they (the SDS 
members) are going to find a little 
bit more backbone among the 
high schoolers that in the colleges, 
when it comes time for their 
recruiting," said Kerrigan. 
Kerrigan said SDS members are 
attempting to recruit high school, 
members on a national scale. 
Monday, September 2~, 1969 
Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllll\lllllllllllll\lllll\lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
· Calling U 
11111111111111111111111111\llll\llllllllllll\lllllll\lllllllllliiiiiii:UIIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
Tuesdny, September 23 
Linguistics semJnar: "A Comparative 
Studuy of a Morphologicnl Category: The 
Salish Lexical Suffixes" by Prof. Stanley 
Newman; Anthro B-6; 7:30 p.m.; open to 
all students. 
Men's Ski Team meeting; second floor 
Union Lobby; open to all interested men 
skiers with rncinC' experience. 
Wednesday, September 24 
Debate Council mectingi Union; 4 p,m.j 
all ifltcrestcd students; refreshmcnt.s. 
Steering Committee meeting; Union; 2 
p.m. . 
MoUfltnineeringo C1ub rnectmgj Room. 
231E, Union; 7 :3Q p.m. 
~RENT-A-TV'=4'1 
$1,00 a day 
Free Pick Up And Sel"Vice 
No Deposit 
Lower Monthlv Ra~. 
Buck's 2~5~e~tals 
Color Available 
~ BASSET HQUNtl ; Pti!lpiea: . For friend· 
II ' shlp,1 !Jut of' e!ioW Or breeding quality, ; J 
· ·· 298•8148 oi' 1160'1 ·.Rosemont NE. i 1966 ·CHEV. Corsa. Conv. See and lnquire 
~ at COt'onado•Cireditl Uhion ·Oftlce, Carlisle 
,! GYI!l or eall 217•2723. 9/22. 
'I>O VW and. camper for ~ale. $326 266-9325. I . 9/20• .. , , , • 
• CHOPP:ER PAnT~. 1m . Harley 74. Two 
whlte 'Bates selits :t>IU!i cllromed rear fen• 
der brace. Also chromlld springer' front 
end· and .chromed brake assemblY. Clooest 
oltl!l' to $70 takes it. Will trnde some of 
the above !or a rigid frame for a 74. 
Ph!>n• 277-4102 after 6 p.m. 9/24. 
&) EMPLOYMENT 
RELIABLE BABYSITTER wanted. 11 ;30 
a.m.-6:30 p.m. Must have owh trans• 
Portation. Near UNM. Call 265-5058 9/22. 
Foreign Cat 
Specialists 
Repair & Maintenance 
Ori All Foreign Cars 
OrJer 100 yrs. Combined 
Experience 
·Free Estimates 
265-5901 
333 Wyoming N.e. 
This year why not invite your 
overseas friends over here? 
Too expensive for them? 
Maybe not, this year. 
Because, this year, there are 
made-to-order bargains to lure 
them here. Bargains in trans-
ocean sea fares, and air fares, 
just~for-them. And reduced bus, 
rail, and air rates, once they 
arrive. . 
And lots more. But some of 
them may not be available next 
m'l advertising contributed fQr tho public good 
<."ouHc..'"" 
year. And many of them must 
be arranged before your friends 
leave the other side. 
So write to them. Tell them 
to talk to their travel agent or 
overseas carrier. (That way, 
they can get all the details.) 
Then add one more thing. 
Tell them America is not so big 
and bustling that no one will 
have time for them-and you'll 
be around to show them the 
ropes when they arrive. · 
Now sit back and wait. With 
any I uck, you may soon be 
showing them America as you 
see it. But better be prepared 
for one surprise. 
You may soon also be seeing 
America as they see it-· redis-
covering it through their wide 
and startled eyes. 
~ UNITED STATtS TRAVEL SERVICE ~ An Agency of lhe u $ Oep~rtment of Comnu:rce 
NEV\1 
MEX,ICO . ' 
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Marching Band 
Tuesday,September23, 1969 
Lobo photo by Chester Painter 
UNM students can always tell when fall and football season roll around, 
for now is the time when the UNM marching band begins practice on 
Zimmerman Field. 
'Curious' Film Back in Couit 
Don Pancho Manager Expecfs Ruling Today 
The case of the film "I Am 
Curious (Yellow)" went to court 
again yesterday on a motion to 
dismiss the case because the city 
ordinance under which the film 
was seized and the theater 
manager arrested< is "patl'ntly 
unconstitutional." 
Municipal Court Judge 
Frederick M. Mowrer said he 
would give a ruling 0n the motion 
this morning. 
Defense attorney Dan 
McKinnon asked for a dismissal of 
the case on the gwunds the 
ordinance was "unduly broad," 
that it would require Tom 
Singleton (Don Pancho's theater 
manager) to have had "prior 
knowledge the film was obscene 
which can't be the case since a 
Federal court had already cleared 
it," that the law is not specifically 
applied to motion picture theaters 
and is thus not applicable, and 
because the film had previously 
been cleared for importation into 
the United States in a 1968 
obscenity trial. 
Film Seized 
The case stems from an August 
20 arrest of Singleton under an 
Albuquerque city ordinance 
which makes it illegal to 
•• manufacture, ·promote, 
distribute, or possess any obscene 
publication with knowledge of the 
obscene nature of the 
publication." 
At the time of Singleton's 
arrest the film was also seized but 
was later ordered released and the 
city enjoined from further 
interference with its showing by 
U.S. District Court Judge Howard 
Bratton. Bratton, however, 
ordered the film to be made 
available as evidence in a 
scheduled Sept. 25 jury trial of 
the case in Municipal Court. 
As a result of Bratton's order, 
McKinnon also asked Mowrer to 
grant a motion to suppress the 
film as evidence. Such a ruling 
would mean Albuquerque 
"wouldn't have a case," according 
to assistant city attorney John 
Duffy. 
IIJ!ililillll! !i::i!:Eii:Cl i':::i J::'ll:i:il':lllll:lill:li: ::::mlllll:i! ll!:iiiii:!IIIIIIIIIIIiiaiiiiii 
Bulletin 
Albuquerque Municipal 
Court Judge Frederick M. 
Mowrer today sustained a 
motion to dismiss the case 
against Don Pancho's theater 
manager Tom Singleton. 
ll:illlllillnll:lillllllll\ii;ll!llll!llillllli:llllii!I::Jil:l!llll!llllll:llliJI'IIIIIllli!lllllli:JIIIIEIIII:I 
Ban Importation 
McKinnon said the film had 
previously been cleared by the 
U.S. Second Circuit Court of 
Appeals in New York when the 
government tried to ban its 
importation into the country. The 
film was made in Sweden. 
The Second Circuit Court of 
Appeals head the case on appeal 
from a jury trial which had ruled 
the film was obscene. 
"You cannot have a decision in 
the Federal courts regarding the 
protections of the first 
amendment (right to freedom of 
speech) and then have the police 
departments of each state be 
outside that ruling," McKinnon 
said. 
Duffy countered, however, the 
"Second Circuit Court's decision 
was only an advisory opinion and 
we (Albuquerque) are not bound 
by the d<>cision. In that case the 
judge held the film was in fact 
obscene but that the jurors did 
not have the ability to find 
something obscene." 
Mowrer asked Duffy if the 
Second Circuit Court's dec1sion 
"has anything to do with finding 
the film obscene?" 
Court Interference 
Duffy answered only that the 
decision "interfered with the 
private purview of 12 men and 
women," and that the court came 
to its opinion because of a 
"minute point of law and not of 
fact." 
Assistant defense attorney Paul 
Phillips said, however, the Second 
Circuit Court's decision was based 
precisely on "that point of law. 
They did not just overturn a jury's 
decision. They reached their 
decision because it was a question 
of constitutionality." 
McKinnon added the 
Albuquerque ordinance "is not 
drawn within the rules of the 
Supreme Court which require 
state statutes be drawn (written)," 
in accordance with Supreme 
Court decisions. "Those decisions 
require it be shown that an item is 
utterly without social redeeming 
grace and that its dominant theme 
is that it appeals to prurient 
interests. 
"The Albuquerque ordinance, 
(Continued on page 5) 
No.8 
UMAS Charges 
Group's Report 
'Easy Way Out1 
By SARAH LAIDLAW 
Arturo Sandoval, spokesman for the United 
Mexican-American Students (UMAS) said last night he feels 
there is no such thing as "unintentional discrimination." 
A committee investigating UMAS charges of 
discrimination in the Physical Plant said they found no 
evidence of "intentional discrimintion," but they did find 
"patterns of unintentional discrimination." 
Sandoval said, "Discrimination implies knowledge." 
Prejudice 
He said people discriminate against one another "because 
you are prejudiced .. For instance, you discriminate againr-t 
Mexican-Americans or blacks because you feel they are 
inferior." 
Sandoval said the committee members were taking the 
"easy way out" in differentiating between intentional 
discrimination and unintentional discrimination. 
"They (the committee members) see discrimination, but 
they don't have the courage to call it what it is," said 
Sandoval. "It's discrimination, period." 
The committee was set up last May by UNM President 
Ferrel Heady. 
"Difficult to Separate" 
In a report to Heady, the committee said it "has found it 
difficult to separate the problem in the Physical Plant from 
the problem in society at large." The distinction between 
intentional and unintentional discrimination was made 
because "it makes a great deal of difference in recommending 
proper corrective measures." .. 
The report also said the committee members (three 
faculty members, a vice president, and ASUNM President 
Ron Curry), felt that if they had been in positions similar to 
managerial positions in the Physical Plant, they too may have 
been guilty of unintentional discrimination. 
Heady said he feels the distinction between unintentional 
and intentional discrimintion is "worth making, and quite 
perceptive." 
"Clear Distinction" 
He said the distinction was made "quite clearly" in the 
committee's report. 
Heady also said he is acting on some of the committee's 
recommendations, but he is waiting for the committee's 
report on the grievance procedures before making any 
changes in that area. 
One of the committee's recommendations was that a 
Mexican-American be appointed to the staff of the directqr 
(Continued on page 5) 
Over Ojo de Casa Controversy 
SDS Member 
Lobo Photo by Chester Pnintcr 
Mike Oatley, above, said UNM 
Physical Plant workers have 
formed a union. Casey. is a 
member of SDS. 
SDS Will Boycott U Drugs 
SDS adopted a resolution at 
last night's meeting to boycott 
University Drug Store in protest 
of the efforts of the owner to 
evict members of the Commune at 
Ojo de Casa, near Placitas. 
The resolution, written by 
Dave McCormick, a member of 
the Steering Committee, reads, in 
part: 
Resolution Text 
"It is the sense of this assembly 
that whereas the owner ol' the 
University Drug, Store has chosen 
to apply his resources to the 
destruction of the Commune at 
Ojo de Oasa, New Mexico .. , and 
whereas the Oio de Casa 
commune resides on territory 
covered under the Treaty of 
Guadalupe-Hidalgo, whicl} treaty 
requires residence on the territory 
to control the property; and 
whereas the owner of the 
University Drug Store does 
neither own nor live on the 
property, , • • therefore we the 
members of SDS call on the 
students, faculty, and 
administration of the UNM to 
boycott the University Drug Store 
and refuse it their patronage until 
the owner withdraws his attack on 
the commune." 
In other action, plans were 
made for the opening of a 
bookstore to compete with what 
were described as "robber barons" 
in the Associated Students 
Bookstore in the Union. 
A committee was formed to 
arrange leaflet distribution, 
broadcasts over KUNM, and 
publicity in The Lobo. Plans for 
obtaining a wholesale registration 
number from Santa Fe were 
initiated, and preparations for 
appealing to the students to 
donate their used books to the 
new bookstore, which might be 
located at the Grasshopper 
Bookstore on Yale, according to 
Mike Colvin. 
All money gained in the sale of 
books, said Colvin, would go to 
the purchase of more books. 
SDS participation i~n labor 
issues was also discussed and a 
tentative plan of action laid out. 
Strike 
Mike Casey, who has been 
trying to establish co-operation 
between SDS and the UNM 
Physical Plant Workers Union, 
outlined a proposal in support of 
a P 1 ant Worlters' strike by 
collecting information on the 
average wage of unskilled work<.'ri; 
in the Southwest. 
Casey also suggested organizing 
support among students in the 
dormitories and opening a massive 
publicity campaign. 
SDS and the Student 
Organizing Committee (SOC) 
agreed to work together on 
"building a sense of community'' 
and informing "denizens" of Yale 
Park of their rights, according to 
Colvin. . 
Colvin proposed taking food to 
Yale Park to feed the people there 
who sometimes are there for only 
a few days or a week at a time and 
never have the chance to find 
food sources before the;y move 
on. 
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WAYNE CIDDIO 
Editor 
GRANT HARVEY 
Managing Editor 
The Now Me11lco Lobo is published 
d!!ily every regular week of the Univer· 
sity year by the Board of Student Pub· 
lications of the Associated Students of 
tho Uniyersily of New Mexico, and is not 
financially associated with UNM. Printed 
by the UNM Printing Plant with second 
class postage paid at Albuquerque, New 
Mexico, 87106. Subscription rate is $5 
for the academic year. 
Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106. 
The opinions expressed on the editorial 
pages of The Lobo are those of the 
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that 
of the editorial board of The Lobo. 
Nothing necessarily represents the views 
of the Associated Students or of the Unl· 
ersity of New Mexico. 
Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4202 
Vol. 73, No. S Tuesday, September 23, 1969 
Editorial 
Qualification of Terms 
The committee appointed by University 
President Ferrel Heady to inv~stigate charges 
of discrimination in the Physical Plant and 
to review the existing grievance procedures 
has reported that it finds no patterns of 
"intentional discrimination" against 
Mexican-Americans employed in the 
department. 
What the committee did find, says a 
report released yesterday, was 
'' unintentional discrimination." The 
committee lists as evidence of this pattern of 
discrimination (1) there has never been a 
Spanish or Mexican-American in a position 
of supervisor or higher, and (2) there is a 
la,rge percentage of Spanish or 
Mexican-Americans in the lower paying jobs 
in the- department, and a small percentage of 
Spanish or Mexican-Americans in the higher 
paying jobs. 
The committee, for a reason which we 
shall discuss. later, chose to distinguish 
between intentional and unintentional 
discrimination in the following way: 
"Intentional discrimination is treating 
groups unequally with the intent to treat 
one less well than the other. Unintentional 
discrimination is treating two groups 
unequally without meaning to do so. 
Unintentional discrimination should 
therefore be unconscious discrimination." 
A report prepared by an investigating 
teain from the Department of Health, 
Education, and Welfare (HEW) last summer 
chose the terms "definite lack of affirmative 
action" and ''questionable circumstances" in 
describing the plight of employees who had 
completed long periods of service with the 
Physical Plant without salary advancements. 
Heady's committee reports that "from 
the viewpoint of the person being· 
discriminated against, it makes no difference 
whether the discrimination is intentional or 
not, the result is the same." The report adds, 
"There is perhaps a good chance that one 
whose discrimination is unintentional will 
change when the result of his conduct is 
pointed out to him." 
Both the committee and the HEW 
investigating team, by the use of 
circumventive language in describing what 
exists at the Physical Plant, have weakened 
otherwise constructive reports by refusing 
to call a spade a spade. 
In a section of the committee report 
entitled, "Discrimination" the committee 
said "Several individuals and groups that 
appeared before us seemed to be interested 
not only in our findings, but whether or not 
we choose to use the word discrimination to 
describe what we have found." 
We feel that the concern of the 
unidentified "individuals and groups'' over 
the terminology used in the report was 
justified. The refusal to call discrimination 
discrimination creates the impression that 
the committee has attempted to lessen the 
degree of guilt on the part of Physical Plant 
management. 
When UNM's United Mexican-American 
Students (UMAS) launched the investigation 
of the Physical Plant, it sought to establish 
that discrimination existed in the 
department and was not concerned with 
whether or not the discrimination was 
intentional. 
Heady describes the distinction between 
the two types of discrimination as "well 
worth making and perceptive" but we see it 
as a deliberate attempt to avoid .flatly 
charging the Physical Plant management 
with an ugly thing such as discrimination. 
We cannot allow the committee or the 
University to absolve the Physical Plant 
m~agement of guilt by the use of an 
irrelevant qualification of terms. 
"For Smoking Pot?! How Exquisitely Unjust!" 
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UNM coeds wearing sheer or see-through blouses could be 
a fire hazard both to themselves and whomever they happen 
to be around. UNM coeds who smoke (cigarettes) are even 
more dangerous if they are wearing blouses or dresses made 
of the above material if it was manufactured by Berkshire 
Hathaway Inc. New Bedford, Mass. . 
The Federal Trade Commission Friday announced that its 
investigators found very sheer fabric manufactured by the 
above firm to be dangerously flammable. These fabrics were 
distributed nationwide in 1968 and 1969 through various 
retail outlets. 
The fabric comes in white, blue and pink, and in two 
styles - style No. 78150 is a flocked pattern design: style 
73150 is a plain surface qesign. 
The following is a list of Berkshire Hathaway, Inc. 
customers in the New Mexico area. It is possible that these 
companies have manufactured clothing sold in Albuquerque 
stores. 
If you are really afraid of burning inside that blouse or 
dress, check the store where you bought the garment and 
find out where it was manufactured. 
Empire Fabrics and Wesco Fabrics Inc. Denver. 
Charles Curtain Co. Dallas. 
*** Have you noticed some discrepancy between the Campbell 
"ready-to-eat" soup ads on T.V. and the actual product when 
you pour it into your tin cup in your basement hovel? 
The Federal Trade Commission has prohibed the Campbell 
Soup Co. from placing clear marbles in the bottom of the 
bowl or container used in the T.V. ad to give the impression 
of an abundance of solid ingredients or garnish, in the soup. 
The Federal Trade Commission complaint charged in some 
instances the respondents have placed clear marbles in the 
container in the ad to keep solid ingredients from sinking to 
the bottom. 
These demonstrations, the complaint continues, 
exaggerate the amount of solid ingredients actually contained 
in a can of Campbell's soup; and the ads are false, misleading 
and deceptive since they do not disclose that the marbles 
have been used. 
Editor: 
Yell Team Requiem 
To the Editor: 
Condolences to the UNM Yell 
Team. For years they have been 
unable to coax or even coerce a 
respectable cheer from a 
steadfastly obstinate student 
body, After running through their 
entire repetoir of old standards 
from junior high, then adding 
some new ones from the 1950 
Army game and even jazzing up 
the act with some sexy tumbling 
routines and a few four letter 
words - in essence, doing 
everything short of being original 
- our kids had to quietly 
conclude that the crowd was 
torpid, lazy and apathetic. 
They have done their best. 
After all, cheerleading isn't easy 
with even the best crowds. 
Certainly not so when one's squad 
is t..noriginal, inflexible, 
impen.eptive and egocentric 
enough to blame it on the other 
side. 
Naturally, when a man comes 
on the scene who was original and 
innovative and had rapport with 
the students and got honest to 
goodlless spirit out of them (in 
spite of a poor season) our heroes 
were unable to cope with it. 
The "personality conflict" of 
Sam Johnson and the Yell Team is 
real enough. You could . have 
noticed it last year. It is almost 
too obvious to mention. Sarn's 
unique style and appeal ma.de the 
superstraights look almost absurd 
in contrast. It was sterility along 
side of potency. Their first 
miatake was putting Sam on the 
squad. Their second and last 
mistake was to remove him. I am 
afraid it is they who . have gone 
down the proverbial tubes. 
Raymond M. Rura 
Graduates 'Tired' 
•ro the Editor: 
Your Sept. 19 editorial 
"Impractical Proposal 10 
concerning a separate graduate 
government was a timely reminder 
to the student body and others 
that an important ifl!lue has arisen 
on this campus with regard to the 
status of IJl'll.duate students. While 
yours is a balancll!d statement, it 
Letters are welcome, and obonld 
be no longer than 250 words type-
wrltun, double epued, Name, tcle-
phone numbu and addr""" muot be 
Included, although name wiD be 
withhold upon requeet. 
suffers from some weaknesses in 
argument, First, what makes you 
so certain that two student 
governments are less feasible on a 
campus than one, when separate 
graduate student governments exist 
and are spreading on any number 
of major campuses? Why could 
this not work at UNM? 
A second problem has to do 
with the underlying philosophy of 
"incorporating more graduates 
into ASUNM programs.'' The 
whole point at issue is that the 
graduate students, rather than 
wishing to be 
"INCORPORATED" - there is a 
hint of paternalism there, isn't 
there - want. some program of 
their own. To this, by your own 
correct analysis, the ASUNM has 
been less than sympathetic. 
In this day and age it should 
not be too difficult for the 
undergraduate .establishment to 
understand why a group of nearly 
2900 students should wish not 
merely to be absorbed by the 
system, but to affect it with their 
own legitimate interests. 
If the "mainstream of 
university student government" 
were to show signs of maturing 
and responsibility toward an 
important segment of the student 
body; if the present ambiguity in 
the ASUNM constitution can be 
removed whereby there is great 
doubt that graduate students are, 
in effect, full-fledged members of 
ASUNM; if , moreover, the highly 
capricious manner of dealing with 
the Graduate Student Council's 
budget request last year can be 
rectified by a substantial 
emergency appropriation; if, 
finally, provisions can be made to 
recognize by tangible statutory 
commitments .. that graduate 
students on this campus have 
some rights and- interests 
legitimately their own, then 
possibly a split can be avoided. 
But it is futile to plead that 
ASUNM's programs should absorb 
and incorporate graduate 
students. 
Graduate students are a bit 
tired ot being looked upon this 
way. 
George P. Springer 
Vice Prealdent for ReselliCh 
Dean of the Graduate School 
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UNM's literary magazine is taking applications 
advisors are open in: art, prose, poetry, and 
Building. We are eager for fresh new ideas. 
• 
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• • 
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• • 
• • 
• 
• 
.. . 
• • • 
• • 
• 
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for this years staff. Positions for assistant editors and staff 
drama. Pick up applications in room 159 or the Journalism 
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• • 
• 
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• 
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Antigone To Open of Rodey 
Four Performances Oct. 15-18 
Jean Anouilh's new version of 
"Antigone" will be Rody 
Theatre's first production of the 
semester. It will play four 
performances, Oct. 15-18. 
·The play is a modern adaption 
of Sophocles' classic tragedy 
which raises questions which are 
of importance today, such as the 
issue of resistance to unjust laws. 
Carolyn Sirkel, assistant 
professor of dramatic art, will 
direct the play, and Emil Schulte, 
an instructor in the drama 
department will design the set. 
·.• , Play Cast 
Sirkel has cast Sheridan 
Thomas in the lead role as 
Antigone. Justine Kahn will play 
the nurse, Cheryl Marchant the 
part of Ismene, Chuck Graham is 
cast as Haemon, and Jim 
Sandiford as Creon. 
Other members of the cast 
include Stephen L. Lamkin, Bill 
Countryman, Leslie Wells, Roger 
Calamaio and Danielle Pressly. 
Scott Roth will be a one-man 
chorus, accompanying himself on 
the guitar. Costumes for the 
production will be informal and in 
contemporary style, departing 
from the ,traditional Greek robes. 
Year's Schedule 
Gene Yell, acting chairman of 
the drama department while 
Edwin Snapp is on sabbatical said, 
"We try to include a classic, a 
modern and a children's play in 
our program each year." The 
annual children's production will 
be "Jack and the Bean Stalk," to 
play Nov. 1-2 and 8-9. Try-outs 
for this play will be held Sept. 
29·30 from 4 to 5:30p.m. and are 
open to all UNM students. 
John Osborne's "The 
Entertainer," originally starring 
Lawrence Olivier, will be the last 
production of the semester, 
playing Dec. 10·13. 
The productions for second 
semester will be "Benito Cereno," 
a part of Robert Lowell's "Old 
Glory" trilogy, and "The 
Fireman's Flame." Yell said, "We 
wanted to do 'Benito' last year 
but didn't have the actors. The 
Black Student Union has 
promised to provide us with 
actors this year." "Benito 
Cereno" will run March 18·21. 
John van Antwerp's "The 
Fireman's Flame" is a musical 
melodrama which was last seen at 
UNM in 1949. It will be seen 
April 29·30 and May 1-2. 
Tickets for "Antigone," and 
tickets for the department's four 
plays, will be sold starting Oct. 6 
at the Rodey Theater box office, 
open from 2:30 to 5:30 p.m. 
Monday through Saturday. 
Season tickets are $5, or $4 for 
faculty members. Single tickets 
are $1.50, or $1 for faculty 
members, students and children. 
Quarterly Censoring 
On Meeting Agenda 
A group of 12 professors will 
submit a resolution today at the 
faculty meeting expressing 
concern over the regents' decision · 
not to fully distribute the final 
issue of the New Mexico 
Quarterly. 
The resolution also states the 
faculty "endorses the proceedings 
which are now underway through 
appropriate committees of the 
faculty to request reconsideration 
of the rna tter by the regents." 
A second part of the 
resolution, which would be 
adopted by the faculty with a 
majority vote, says, "The faculty 
affirms its intention to keep this 
matter under consideration 
pending satisfactory resolution." 
The resolution will be 
introduced by Professor Edwin C. 
Hoyt. Eleven other professors are 
also sponsoring the resolution. 
One of the sponsoring 
professors, John L. Howarth, said 
the resolution says "the faculty 
won't do anything until the 
Faculty Policy Committee and 
Academic Freedom and Tenure 
Committee do something." 
The regents voted in August to 
stop distribution of the Quarterly 
due to a poem which they felt 
may have been a continuation of 
the Lenore Kandel "Love Lust" 
poem controversy. 
The Faculty Policy Committee, 
on behalf of the Publications 
Committee, has voted to petition 
the regents for a rehearing of the 
Quarterly issue. 
Enlargements of this poster may be obtained from 
MIRAGE 1970 ORDER FORM 
name 
address 
c1 ty 
~::f~:~--~~{;:.;\?l"" 
Building, ................... . 
RATES: $ 7 THROUGH SEPT 30 
$ 8 THROUGH FEB 13 
$ 9 FEB 14 on ...... 
----~--~------~--~------
student nwrber 
' 
state z1'p 
FRESHMAN .. •• " .... (CIRCLE ONE) 
SOPH 
JUNIOR 
SENIOR ··········-········•···· 
OTHER major 
I want Nirage niailed to me. 
Enclosed is one dollar ex-
tra ·if I am not a senior. 0 (please check box if desired.) 
Clean Streets 
Tuesday, September 23, 1969 
'f~ :£-.>!i ~itt~.~ 
·-
Ah, at last. Now that the 
students are safe and comfy in 
their beds, the street cleaner has 
paid the campus a visit. 
UNM Fine Arts Museum 
Displays Lachaise Exhibit 
An exhibit of contemporary 
art by Gaston Lachaise is now 
open to the public at the UNM 
Fine Arts Museum. The exhibit 
consists of bronze castings ranging 
in size from a few inches to larger 
than life, and pencil and ink 
drawings. 
Lachaise, an early 20th century 
American artist, dealt chiefly with 
the female form. His displayed 
works include only one drawing 
of the male form and one sculpted 
male head. 
The major portion of the 
collection .is 
female forms. All of Lachaise' 
figures are mature and robust, 
posing in attitudes of repose and 
action. 
Some of the many interesting 
works displayed include, "The 
Mountain," 1924; "Burlesque 
Figure," 1930; and "Lovers," 
1908-1910. 
· The exhibit will be open until 
Oct, 12 and can be seen from 
Tuesday through Friday from 10 
a.m. to 5 p.m. and Saturdays from 
noon to 5 p.m. at the UNM Fine 
Arts Museum. 
\ I ' • 
. , - , - I . 
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'Curious' Film Bock in Court 
(Continued from page 1) 
however, requires that a film have 
only one scene depicting sex 
copulation, or nudity, That is th~ 
chilling thing about this 
ordinance, It attempts to abridge 
the first amendment," 
Jury Required 
Duffy said the city has the 
"constitutional authority to pass 
the ordinance. A question of 
obscenity cannot be determined 
by this (municipal) court .. , it 
must be decided by a jury." 
"The Second Circuit Court in 
New York cannot dictate what is 
obscene in Albuquerque," Duffy 
added, 
Mowrer said, however, "New 
Mexico can't be provincial, We 
must follow the decisions of 
higher courts even if we don't 
agree with them; otherwise, we 
might have a situation whereby 
"two cities could arrive at 
different decisions without regard 
to higher courts. "If this is the 
way our laws were to be applied 
we would have a terrible 
inconsistency in them." 
Phillips added Mowrer's 
argument is "precisely our point. 
We don't have the authority to 
overturn a Federal court ruling." 
On the argument to suppress 
the film as evidence, Mowrer 
questioned Duffy about the effect 
a favorable ruling would have on 
the city's case. 
"If the film is suppressed we 
simply won't have any case," 
Duffy stated. 
A jury trial on the case is 
currently scheduled for Friday, 
Sept. 25. 
In separate action, Singleton 
said he still plans "at this time" to 
press a suit against the city 
because of his arrest, 
After his arrest, Singleton, in 
conjunction with Don Pancho's 
and Grove press (which has 
ownership rights to the film) 
initiated a su\t for $180,000 
against the city. The suit names as 
defendants the city commissioners 
of Albuquerque, Albuquerque 
City Manager Richard Wilson, 
Police Chief Paul Shaver, City 
Attorney Frank L. Horan, and the 
two city police vice squad 
detectives who made the arrest. 
· The suit was filed in U.S, 
District Court before Bratton. 
UMAS Criticizes Report 
(Continued from page 1) 
of personnel. "This person should be someone the workers 
trust and could turn to with problems both of a personal and 
occupational nature," said the committee's report. "He 
should have sufficient power to be able to investigate 
thoroughly any complaint that appears reasonable to him." 
Second Level 
Heady said no such position has been created, but "We do 
have a Spanish-American (Pat Romero) at the second level of 
management" in the Physical Plant. 
Heady said the physical Plant management had been 
looking for just such a person" as Romero "for quite some 
time." Heady said it took a long time to find someone with a 
Mexican-American surname for Romero's position, "because 
people who were employed elsewhere in the city were 
making higher salaries than we were prepared to pay." 
UMAS, in their initial charges of discrimination, said 
wages for workers with Spanish surnames in the Physical 
Plant were lower than wages for Anglo workers. Heady said 
the pay in the Physical Plant depends largely on the Board of 
Educational Finance's (BEF) allocations to UNM. 
Nonacademic Personnel 
Heady said nonacademic personnel received a raise "that 
was, percentage-wise, four percent larger that of the faculty." 
Sandoval said UMAS will continue their efforts on behalf 
of the workers in the Physical Plant. Sandoval said he was not 
at liberty to say what UMAS'S plans are at this time. 
Structures 900 Years Old 
Anthro Dig Reveals PueblOs 
Evidence that Indians of the 
Pueblo II Wingate culture 
occupied small pueblo structures 
on the J.H. Andrews ranch near 
Prewitt was -found by a UNM 
anthropology crew, excavating 
last August for the Maxwell 
Museum of Anthropology, 
Ron Switzer, a curator at the 
museum and head of the crew of 
17, said the community was 
occupied from about 900 A.D. to 
1050m1075A.D. • 
When the Indians left, taking 
most of their belongings, some 
moved to Chaco Canyon, while 
others migrated to Upper Rio 
Grande sites in the Taos area, 
Switzer believes. 
The museum became interested 
in the site last spring when J.H. 
Nielson showed Switzer a ceramic 
effigy found in a grave there. 
archaeology. 
There are several hundred 
prehistoric sites in the region 
surveyed, some of which have 
been excavated. The nearby Casa 
Mero site, representing early 
Chaco culture and the Elkins 
Ranch site, were both excavated 
by UNM crews. The buildings 
ranged in size from about six to 
12 rooms, each housing probably 
12 to 20 people, 
Left behind by the Indians 
were a few large open-ended 
metates and burials, which were in 
trash mounds. . 
The burials were of the usual 
type, with the skeletons in a 
flexed position, on the right side 
with the head to the south, Slabs 
were placed over the boqies 
before the graves were filled. 
were of a coarse masonry and had 
been five to six feet high. Also 
included in the structures were 
smaller storage rooms. An unusual 
feature, an adobe-lined pit in 
which ground corn could be 
scooped, was found near one 
metate. 
A report on the effigy and 
architecture of the site will be 
published in Plateau, of the 
Museum of Northern Arizona, 
Singleton 
Don Pancho's manager Tom 
Singleton wae. recently arrested 
for showing the film "I am 
Curious (Yellow)." 
Country Barn 
Special 
Every Tues. 9 AM~ 12 PM 
Deep Fried 
FISH SANDWICH 
Only 25¢ 
Eat in our large dining room or take it home 
2400 Central SE Across From Campus 
We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340 
The project also included 
completion of a survey of the Red 
Mesa Valley begun in the early 
1940's by Harold Gladwin, then a 
leading authority on southwestern 
Almost all were found with 
pottery and ceramic artifacts, and 
some smaller ·artifacts, including 
hammer stones, projectile points, 
and a few turquoise pendants. 
The partially collapsed walls ATTENTION STUDENTS 
An Exciting Opportunity 
For International Students 
Attend classes on conversational English and English as a second 
language. Private tutoring, or, if preferred, group instruction is 
available. The Instruction is FREE; the only cost is the few dollars 
for the text books. Closses meet at the Youth Center of the First 
Baptist Church, 123 Broadway SE on Wednesdays and Fridays, 
1 to 3 PM or Tuesdays and Thursdays, 7:30 to 9 PM. Closses be-
gin October 13. For more information and pre-registration call 
Mrs. Fred Key, 298-1209 or Mrs. W. B. Maxson, 255-9646. 
FREE 
For 
ENGLISH 
CLASSES 
I nternationo I 
Students 
The following UNM students ordered season subscriptions last spring. Your tickets 
are now ready at the box office. Please pick them up today. FIRST PROGRAM-
CABARET. This Saturday 
Karen A. Abraham Fern Ferraro Barbara Lehman Lynn Slade 
Constance Adam 1\f, F. Fifield Aleta Lewis Margaret Smaldino 
Betty N. Anderson Corrine Fligner Ralph Lewis Elizabeth Somerville 
\Villard E. Anderson Janet Fuller Mrs. Alfred Lopez I.eslie Sullivan 
Ruth Ashley N cllic Gatd Elizabeth Lovato Eleanor Speer 
Linda Babula Beverlee Gard Baltazar Martinez Dr. Eugene Szcrlip 
Roger Bell Ken Gattas James A. Mcssec Samuel Tapia 
Patricia Boatwright John Giever Mary G. Meyers Kent Taylor 
George Brown Dr. Albert Goodman Judith Miller Jeffrey Thorley 
Healy Burnham Mrs. A. 'I'. Gordan Gina Minoli John Thorson 
Connie Capers Frank Gorham Chris Paltett Mrs. c. Toft 
Mrs. John Cloak Diane Green Dale T. Patrick TUdy Torkelson 
Constance Cohn I.inda Hall Ralph Pauly James Toulouse 
Michael Cole Jim Hammons, Jr. Pam Phillips Lee Trexler 
Janet Courtney Terry Hannon Dr. Bruce Porch Theodore Truske 
Michael Dano!f Donna Hatch Mr. Herbert S. Quist Glen Wade 
Z. Danzinger Bruce Heskett Darrell Ratchner John Weber 
Russell Dayhoff' Robert Hogrefe Richard Reedy Elaine Welt 
Virginia Dayhoff Katherine Hughes Abraham Rockman Claudia Whcnry 
Commander J- K. Deuel Angela Jeung George Ross Grace Vigil 
Elizabeth S. Dodd Dana Jones Cheryl Rpwe Thomas Wilson 
Douglas L. Dunbar Kathy Jones Aleatha Scholer Carl Witzel 
Donna Dykeman Mrs. Chester Kite James Shepherd Lenore Wolf 
Raymond W. Edmonds Donald Kruger Eugene Scott Joan Woody 
Morris A. Esmiol Stanley Ktuse Chti$tinc E, Sinnott 
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Rudy Happy With Sophomore Defense 
Rudy Feldman, although 
disappointed with UNM's 31-14 
loss to Army, was generally happy 
with the Lobo's performance. 
"I was fairly pleased with our 
sophomore defense," said 
Feldman, "and I was encouraged 
by some of the hitting we did. 
We're still a long ways from a 
solid football team but we had as 
many good hits in this game as we 
did all last year." The Lobos were 
0-10 last season. 
"If our squad can use the 
Army game as a teaching device," 
said Feldman, "We could improve 
this week against UTEP. One 
thing we've already improved over 
last year is O\lr effort. Even after 
we made those three mistakes in 
the second quarter, our players 
never gave up." 
Didn't Move Ball 
Feldman was displeased with 
two points of the. Lobo game, 
however. "We didn't move the 
ball nearly as well as I had 
hoped," said Feldman, "and I was 
disappointed with the three senior 
players who were in most of the 
game. Willie Shaw, our fine 
defensive back, played well but 
our other two seniors didn't 
-provide much leadership to our 
yo11nger players." 
At least four starting positions 
are up for grabs in next Saturday 
night's game against UTEP 
according to Feldman. "Frank 
Gorman and Rocky Long are in 
contention for the quarterback 
job," said Feldman, "and we'll 
wait and see how practice goes 
this week before making a 
decision. We started Frank against 
Army mainly because he had a 
TOUGHER THAN EVER 
little more maturity. Rocky has a 
little more running ability and 
that's what our offense is based 
on.'' 
Double Vision 
Feldman had planned to use 
Long more often last weekend but 
Long was injured, "Yes," said 
Feldman, ''Rocky might have 
been able to put a little more 
pressure ·on Army but he got hit 
on the head and was having 
double vision. When you start 
seeing 2 2 people on defense," 
smiled Feldman, ''it gets awfully 
discouraging." 
Other positions in contention 
include: Howard Ware - Steve 
The Miner defense, shown here stopping UNM's David Bookert 
during the Lobos' 43·15loss at the Sun Bowl last season, is s\lpposed to 
be the toughest at UTEP in four years. The Miners held a veteran 
Pacific team to ten points two weeks ago. 
0 
The deadliest animal in the forest 
It moves quite slowly. It is one of the 
easiest animals to track. It has a poor sense of smell. 
sight and hearing. It is reluctant to travel at 
night or alone. But it is cunning, unpredictable. and 
not even the forest itself is safe in this 
animals presence. For the deadliest animal-the 
animal that causes nine out of ten forest fires-
is man. Careless man. So be careful. Our forests and 
wildlife are too precious. 
~J!i: Please-only y..QY can prevent forest fires. 
~,,c .,, .. '-'" 
·---------------------~------~--------·--------~------------~~ 
Fuller at halfback, Willie Shaw -
Bob Gaines at defensive back, and 
John Shipkowski · Julius Koziol 
at tackle. Shipkowski and Shaw 
have both been on the injury list. 
Lynn Moore and Hank 
Andrzejczak, the two backs who 
played a major role in beating 
UNM last Saturday, are good. But 
not nearly as good as tbe three. 
running backs who play for UTEP 
according to Rudy Feldman. 
Well-balanced Offense 
"UTEP's three fine running 
backs," said Feldman, "will score 
on YO\l any time you let them hit 
open field. Up until this year, 
(Coach Bobby) Dobbs has always 
run a passing game down at 
UTEP. But this year, he's adjusted 
to his material and has a 
well-balanced offense." 
"They completed a 56-yard 
touchdown pass in their 14-10 
win over Pacific University," said 
Feldman, "but they won that 
game by running, not passing." 
"They have a sophomore 
quarterback, Bill Craigo," 
continued Feldman, "and he's 
going to be a good one. UTEP was 
down 10-0 at halftime, but he 
showed a lot qf poise and 
leadership to lead them back. He 
completed 10 of 25 passes." 
Feldman was asked about the 
Miner defense. "The only time 
Pacific scored a touchdown 
against them," replied Feldman," 
was when UTEP fumbled on its 
own 30-yard line. And Pacific is 
supposed to be an awfully good 
club, The only weakness they 
might have is in UTEP's defensive 
backfield. They graduated all their 
starters and apparently have a lot 
of inexperienced players playing 
those positions n · ,;, " 
No Advantage 
"But," cautioned Feldman, "I 
don't think we'll be able to take 
advantage of this because we're 
not a passing team. We just don't 
throw the ball that well." 
"What is going to make this 
game doubly hard for us," said 
Feldman, "is that UTEP has had a 
two-week layoff. This weekend's 
game will just be like ·another 
opener for them." 
A crowd of around 100 people 
were on hand to greet the Lobos 
when they arrived back in 
Albuquerque from New York late 
Saturday and this disturbs 
Feldman. "A lot of people 
thought we would get beat bad 
and were satisfied with the 31-14 
score," explained Feldman, "this 
is bad for us because then people 
are patting our players on the 
back for a 17-point loss." 
TIME 
The longest word 
in the language? 
By letter count, the longest 
word may be pneumonoultra-
microscopicsilicovolcanoconiosis 
a rare lung disease. You won't' 
1if!d .it in Webster's New World 
D1ct101}ary, College Edition. But 
you, will find more useful infor-
mation about words than in any 
other desk dictionary. 
Take the word time. In addi-
tion to its derivation and an 
illustration showing U.S. time 
:zo.n.es, you'll find 48 clear def-
!Ditlons of the different mean-
Ings of time and 27 idiomatic 
uses, Such as time of one's life 
In sum,.cverything you want t~ 
know about time, 
This dictionary is apptoved 
and used by more than 1000 ~II~gcs and universities, Isn't 
1t hmc _you owned one? Only 
$6,50 for 1760 pages; $7•50 
. thumb-indexed, 
At Your Bookstore • 
I 
l 
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scanning 
the scene 
By PAUL FlECK 
Asst. $ports Editor 
One More Year 
The speculation is over. We no longer have to sort. out 
pres~ason predictions, outlooks, hopes, dreams, and fantasies 
to s1ze up the 1969 Lobos. We now have an actual season 
score- Army 31, New Mexico 14- with which to base our 
expectat~ons for the rest of the season. 
It took place at W~st Point's Michie Stadium. Army's 
"twelfth man" (the cadet corps) was making his presence 
known. Rated anywhere from seven to 43 point underdogs -
the Las Vegas bookies settled at the 26 point figure - the 
New Mexico Lobos were out to break a 19-game losing 
streak. They were trying to do this against a traditionally 
hard-nose Army squad. 'l'he Lobos boasted the grand total of 
ten remaining lettermen from the group which lost ten games 
last year. 
Optimism Scarce 
There were a few optimistic hearts in Albuquerque last 
Saturday, but no one needed an abacus to count them. The 
greatest concentration of souls who knew the team could 
win was around the team's pregame training table. The Lobos 
realized that they were a young, inexperienc.ed team. They 
knew the momentum carried over from last year could not 
budge the needle on a seismograph which could record a 
falling leaf. But they still knew they could win. 
On the banks of the Hudson River, a great roar arose from 
the cadet corps. Army had just scored its first touchdown of 
the season. Paul McDowell had blocked Jay Morrison's punt 
and a black-shirted cadet fell on the loose ball in the end 
zone. 
Fatal Quarter 
The Lobos had held Army's exlosive backfield scoreless in 
the first quarter. Most of the team's "followers" had 
expected the game to be over right after the kick-off. ln the 
second period, the Lobos made three costly mistakes and 
Army scored after each one. Even an excellent second half 
was not enough to cover for those mistakes. The losing streak 
is now twenty. 
But the game Saturday shows that the Lobos are a team 
which is going to upset somebody this year and raise havoc 
next year. When a team is rated an underdog for a game, it 
can have one or two effects. It can demoralize the players 
and cause them to throw in the towel before the game starts; 
or it can be the added spark to make a team hustle just that 
much more. The Lobos were affected the second way against 
Army, and this team has the guts to win against teams with 
superior football players. • 
The New York Mets were the laugh of the National 
League for seven years. Today, they are champions. Their 
fans stuck by them faithfully through those dismal seasons of 
mediocrity. Today, they are rewarded. Let's stick by the 
Lobos this year, and next year we will be rewarded. 
Support the Lobos against UTEP 
Game Time is 7:30P.M., Saturday 
NEW :MEXICO LOBO 
The WAC Area 
ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY 
Located in Tempe, an integral 
part of the vast Phoenix 
metropolitan complex , . , 22,500 
enrollment ... Sun Devil Stadium 
holds 50,000 for football, Gym 
seats 4,609 for basketball. 
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY 
Located in Provo, Utah, 44 
miles southeast of Salt Lake City . 
. . enrollment is 21,000 . . . 
Cougar Stadium seats 30,892 for 
football, Smith Field House 
10,800 for basketball .. 
COLORADO STATE 
UNIVERSITY 
Located in Ft. Collins, 60 miles 
north of Denver, the largest 
metropolitan area in the Rockie1.1. 
. . enrollment is 15,600 . . , 
beautiful new Hughes Stadium 
seats 30,000, CSU Auditorium 
holds 9,250. 
UTAH • 
WYOMING • 
• BRIGHAM 
'I'OUNG 
WESTERN 
I 
ATHLETIC 
CONFERENCE 
• COlORADO STAlE 
DEN\IER 
{Hea:l:jverlfrl} 
HEW 
' MOOCO 
' U.T.U. 
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA 
Locatt::d in Tucson, one of the 
fastest growing areas in the 
Southwest . . . enrollment is 
23,500 , .. Arizona Stadium has a 
capacity of 40,000 and Bear 
Down Gym seats 3,600. 
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
Located in Albuquerque, the 
population hub of New Mexico 
enrollment is 14,500 , . . 
University Stadium seats 30,000 
for football, University Arena has 
a capacity of 14,831. 
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS 
ATELPASO 
Located at El Paso, the 
population center of West Texas • 
.. enrollment is 10,200 ... Sun 
Bowl Stadium seats 30,000 ... EI 
Paso County Coliseum seats 8,260 
for basketball. 
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH 
Located at Salt Lake City, 
Utah's capital city ... enrollment 
is 18,000 . . , Ute Stadium seats 
30,000, Utah's fabulous new Salt 
Palace seats 15,000 for basketball. 
UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING 
Located at Laramie, 130 miles 
north of Denver . . . enrollment is 
. 7,600 . . . Memorial Stadium 
holds 20,000 for football, 
Memorial I<'ieldhouse seats 11,000 
for basketball. 
THIS CAN GET YOUR 
HEAD TOGETHER 
Lead your own life. 
Enjoy it. 
Don't let life let you down 
because of a silly head-
ache. Happiness is as far 
away as anAnacin®bottle. 
Anacin is twice as strong 
in the specific pain re- · 
liever doctors recom-
mend most as the other 
well known extra strength 
tablet. 
Anacin may not bend 
your mind, but it sure will 
get your head together, 
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Intramural Grid Schedule 
FIELD 1 
Pi Kappa Alpha vs. 
Sigma Chi ....... , .... 3:30 
Pueblo w;. Onate , .... , ... 4:30 
Kappa Sigma . , ........ 3:30 
Chimayo vs. Mescalero .. , .. 4:30 
FIELD 2 
Phi Delta Theta vs, 
FIELD 5 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon vs. 
Alpha Tau Omega , ..... 3:30 
Lambda Chi Alpha ..... 3:30 
Navajo vs. Tewa .. , .•. , ... 4:30 
FIELD 6 
Phi Gamma Delta vs, 
FIELD 4 
Phi Sigma Kappa vs, 
Alpha Kappa Lambda ... 3:30 
Alvarado vs. Santa Clara .. , . 4:30 
Intramural chairmen of winning teams are asked to remember to call 
your results in to the Lobo office, The Lobo's phone number is 
277-4002. Ask for the sports desk, 
Feeling A Little Shaggy? 
Try 
Ben1 s Barber Shop 
and Hair Styling 
Featuring 
Razor-Cuts 
8:45-6:00 Come Early! 
(across from the Triangle) 
2914 Central S.E. 255-4371 
Popejoy Hall 
AND TliE CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE 
PRESENT 
BROADWAY'S B/6 MUSICAL:SMASH! 
Tandy 
Cronyn 
Woody Franklin 
Romoff Kiser 
With 
Bryan Hull and Sally Champlin 
.And 
Jay Fox 
book ~Y Joe Masteroff 
Alexandra 
Damien 
hsld on the ~I•Y by John v~n Druten and stories by Christop~or lsMIWOo4 
•music by John Kander Lyrics by Fred Ebb 
oanees and cabaret numbers b)' Ronald Field 
scenery bY costumes by . Ugh !tnt hl' 
boris Aronsolt Patricia Zlpprodt • Jean Rosenthal 
Orchestrations by Dance Arrangements by 
Pon Walker David Baker 
production directed by Harold Prince 
I THIS IS THE BIG ONE! I 
Season's BEST MUSICAL 
N.Y. DRAMA CRITICS' AWAiiD 
r:Brl 
l:.liiJ 
season's BEST MUSrCAl 
LONDON DRAMA CRITICS' AWARP 
FRIDAY, SATURDAY-Sept. 26,27-8:15 P.M. 
Tickets Now Available at $6.oo, $5.00, $4.50, $3.50 
UNM STUDENTS WITH ACTIVITY CARDS 
~PRICE 
~; 
,. 
---~ - -~--~ ~ -~-- -- -~---~----
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Donovan, famous British 
singing star, will appear at UNM 
Oct. 1 as part of,his third United 
States tour. 
The singer, whose latest hit was 
"Atlantis," is being sponsored by 
the Associated Students of the 
University. Tickets range from 
$4.50 to $3 with a studPnt 
discount for UNM students. The 
performance wm be at 8 p.m. in 
Johnson Gym on the UNM 
campus. 
Donovan is the first in the 
series of performers set for UNM 
this year. The Fifth Dimension 
will be Nov. 30 and Judy Collins 
is tentatively scheduled for early 
next year. 
Biology 
Dr. Morris Rockstein, chairman 
of the department of physiology 
at the University of Miami 
medical school will lecture on the 
flight Mechanics of Insects for the 
Biology department's guest 
lecturer seminar. The semi_nar will 
be held in the biology building, 
room 139 at 3 p.m. September 
25. 
Rockstein will also be the guest 
speaker at a dinner meeting of Phi 
Sigma Biology Honorary. He will 
speak on Heredity and 
Environmental Influences on 
Longevity in Animals September 
26 at 7:30 p.m. at the La 
Hacienda Restaurant. 
Women's Club 
The UNM Faculty Women's 
Club will hold the first of a series 
of orientation meetings for new 
members Friday at 9:30 a.m. in 
the Student Union theater. 
UNM President Ferrel Heady 
will give a welcoming address 
followed by Dr. Sherman Smith, 
administrative vice president, 
whose topic is "Structure -
Power Structure - Who Controls 
the University?" Dr. Richard S. 
Tomasson, professor of sociology, 
will discuss academic freedom. 
The meeting will conclude with 
a tour of the Educational 
Complex. 
Later meetings will include 
tours of the Fine Arts Center and 
the Medical School. 
Soloman 
Dr. Sidney Soloman, chairman 
of the physiology department at 
the UNM School of Medicine, has 
received a $17,000 grant from the 
American Heart Association for a 
two-year study of kidney acid 
secretion. 
Dr. Soloman returned to the 
medical school this month after a 
year's leave of absence. He was 
program director of metabolic 
biology for the National Science 
Foundation in Washington, D.C. 
during the past year. 
The American Heart 
Association grant will enable 
Soloman to study acid secretion 
by rat kidney - a project made 
possible by his development of a 
special analytical technique for 
measttring acid concentration in a 
very small droplet of fluid. 
The research is important in 
determining the role which the 
kidney plays in regulating the 
composition of body fluids. The 
Heart Association is interested in 
this field because renal function is 
closely allied to cardio-vascular 
problems, Soloman said. 
Conrad 
A cardiologist particularly 
interested in hypertension and 
coronary artery disease, Dr. Loyal 
L, Conrad, has joined the faculty 
of the UNM School of Medicine. 
Conrad has been named a 
professor of medicine at UNM, 
and also is the new Assistant to 
the Director for Heart Disease on 
the staff of the New Mexico 
Regional Medical Program. 
He formerly was professor of 
medicine at the University of 
Oklahoma School of Medicine, 
and was director of the Heart 
Station at Veterans 
Administration Hospital in 
Oklahoma City. 
Conrad is in the process of 
developing a system which will tie 
small hospitals in New Mexico 
together via direct phone lines, 
turning them into a functioning 
cardiac care unit. 
Voice and data lines for EKG 
would be placed with monitoring 
units in each small hospital, with 
one or two beds each. These 
would be connected to a larger 
community hospital with several 
cardiac care beds, forming a six or 
seven bed economical care unit. 
The units are being designed to 
be self-supporting, and the New 
Mexico Regional Medical Program 
would provide assistance with 
training of personnel. 
Spanish Culture 
Spain's nationalized television 
department will send a crew to 
New Mexico, Arizona and 
California in late November or 
early December to do a filmed 
story on Spanish culture and its 
impact in the Southwest. 
Dr. William H. Roberts, 
newly-named modern language 
department chairman at UNM, has 
been called by a U.S. Information 
Office (USIO) official and asked 
to begin setting up the visitors' 
itinerary. 
Roberts talked with Stephen 
Carney of USIO in Washington, D. 
C. He said Carney expressed 
"great interest" particularly in 
New Mexico because of early 
Spanish colonial efforts. 
Roberts also said New 
Mexico's continued daily 
demonstration of Spanish as one 
of three cultures existing side by 
side has interested Spanish 
officials. 
One of their first contacts was 
with U.S. Ambassador B. C. 
Hernandez of Albuquerque, Latin 
American envoy, CArney said, 
had been "most helpful." 
Exact arrival time of the 
Spanish TV crew still is being 
determined, Roberts said he was 
told. The completed film will be 
shown in Spain. 
,. 
Fair Queen 
UNM junior Drenda Larkin was 
crowned New Mexico State Fair 
Queen for 1970 Friday night by 
Lieutenant Governor E. Lee 
Francis, 
Miss Larkin, runner-up in last 
year's State Fair Queen contest, 
was chosen from 20 contestants 
from all the counties in New 
Mexico. She represented 
Bernalillo County. 
CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISING 
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini-
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad Is to 
run five or more consecutive days with 
no changes the Tate is reduced to 5c 
per word and the minimum number of 
words to 10. 
TERMS: Payment must be made in 
full prior to insertion of advertisement. 
Classified Advertising 
UNM P.O. Box 20 
Albuq\lcrquc, N.M. 87106 
WHERE: Journalism Building. Room 
159, afternoon& preferably or mnil. 
1) PERSONALS 
1969 MIRAGES must be picked up by 
Sept. 30, or they will be sold for $5.00 
on n first com~ first served basis. 
WHY 1 Boon use it costs $40,000 to print a 
yearbook, that's why/, Mirage '70-$7. 
DO YOU bite your nails? Would you like 
to stop 1 A limited number of pepolc arc 
being accepted in an experiment to stop 
nail biting. Under the auspices of UNM 
Psychology Dept. Cali Mr. Stephen, 277• 
2103 for appointment. 9/26 
PUPPY LEFT at UNM English Depart-
ment on Wed. 9/10. Owner please call 
277-2616. 
STUDENT ID cards found. Nos. 566-74-
7893 Lander, & 175-40·2312 Pickett. 
Claim at Rm. 169, Journalism llldg. 
THUNDERBIRD now taking atoff ap-
plications. Openings for assistant cdi .. 
tors and advisors in poetryf fiction, 
photography, art. Applie.ntions avail-
able in Rm. 159, Journalism Bldg., 
(across from UD). 
COLLEGI~ INN Barbershop offering razor 
cuts or complete ba:rber service. 8 ;ao .. 
6:00 Tum.-Snt, 10/1 
2) LOST & FOUND 
PLEASE help stop a bad bummer I I 
lOJt my dog, an nll red male Irish set-
ter pup. Call 242-9774. 
WALLET. Student ID 585·18·6284. $25 
reward-No questions asked. Cn11 299-
1637. 
STUDENT ID cards no. 685·07-0996, 
Kloepfer, no. 585-14-2518, Gnudry. Claim 
at rm. 159, Journalism Bldg. 
3) SERVICES 
LPN AVAILABLE for child c"re in her 
home ncar UNM. Call 243-2570, 9/24. 
IRONING-humane rates, pickup and de-
livery. Bagworm and washerwoman Ltd. 
247·8737. 9/29 
5) FORSALE 
MOTORBIKE-WARDS 60cc. In good 
condition. Fine for campus use. $99. 
277-2714. 5/29. 
BASSET HOUND Puppl"': For friend· 
ship, but of show or breeding quality. 
298-8148 or 11601 R""emont NE. 
CHOPPER PARTS for Harley 74. Two 
white Bates seats plus chromed rear fen· 
der brace. Also chromed springer front 
end and chromed brake assembly, Closest 
offer to $70 takes it. Will trade some o£ 
the above f'or a rigid frame for a '14. 
Phone 277·-4102 after 6 p.m. 9/24. 
6) EMPLOYMENT 
SENIOR MEN or grad studenta interested 
in part-time job with management po-
tential call 265-1123, 10/6 
MALE HELP wanted part-time. Apply in 
person. Der Wicnerschnitzcl 3201 Cen-
tral NE. 9/29 
An expansion plan for the 
Legal Aid Program of the UNM 
law school was recently submitted 
to the New Mexico Bar 
Association for approval. The plan 
would expand present clerical 
duties to more active roles by law 
students, 
Submitted in the proposal was 
a Clinical Law Program that 
would provide counsel to indigent 
misdemeanants before their trial 
by UNM law school seniors. 
Professor Hoffman also stated 
that, "This opportunity would 
provide students with an idea of 
professional responsibility. It 
would also see if students can be 
of help to the courts and provide 
extra technical competence to 
UNM law seniors." 
The proposed plan includes use 
of law students as court bailiffs, 
release on recognizance officers, 
and sources of court information 
for confused misdemeanants. 
All counseling activities in the 
proposal await the approval of the 
State Bar Association. 
Tuesday, September 23 
Linguistics scminm•; "A Comparative 
Studuy of a Morphological Category: The 
Salish Lexical Suffixe&" by Prof. Stanley 
Newmani Anthro B .. 6; 7:30 p.m.; 9pcn to 
all students, 
Men's Ski Tenm meeting; second floor 
Union Lobby; open to nll interested men 
skiers with rncing experience. 
Mortar Bonrd; Room 253, Union; 7 p.m. 
Jlluc ICey; Room 260-A, Union; 7:30 p.m. 
Scnllte Finance Committee: Room 230. 
Union: 7:30 p.m. Qhnn·kn; Room 250-B, Union: 7 :30 p.m. 
Vigilnntesj Room 231-E, Union; 7:45 
p.m. . 
Fuculty Evaluation Commttteei Rootn 
231-A, Union; 8 p.m. 
Fellow~hip of Ch1•istinn Athlctesi Room 
250-D-E, Union; 9 p.m. 
Wedn.,da)', September 24 
Debate Council meeting: Union; 4 p.m.; 
all Jnter('Sted students: refreshments. 
Stee-rjng Committee meeting; Union; 2 
p.m. 
Mountaineering Club meeting: Roo!!! 
231E, Union; 7:30 n.m. · 
Intl."rnntional Folk Dnnce Club tryouts; 
Room 184, Johnson Gymj 6 p.m. 
AJphn Knppn Psi l'USh smoker: Room 
129, Union; 7:30 p.m.; cant and tic; busi-
ness an dcconomics majors. 
Vietlmm Moratorium Committee :Meet-
ing; Room 25010.:, Union: 2:30 p.m. 
rr==RENT-A-TV 
$1.00 a day 
Free Pick Up And Service 
No Dcpo.•it 
Lower Monthhr Rate 
Buck's TV Rentals 
26M--IGH9 
Color Available 
Dune Buggy Bodies 
VW Parts-All Accessories 
RODGERS & CO. INC. 
2615 Isleta Blvd. SW 5250 Lomas Blvd. NE 
Phone 877-1034 
....~o~' KOPY- KORNER ...,~>"~~ ..... ~<>~' ~'" .... "o ~ ~>c,~1 '(o~',... ~,.,~1 for UNM Studenls only O,o;,.~ -..;:; 
)t.O ~0 for Theses: 100% Cotton fibre-Cockle (as Required) v-11,:; "~' 
..- XEROX COPIES 8¢ each-No Minimum ' 
Lobby-Simms Building Downtown, 41h & Gold 247-4406 
11Artistically courageous and honest and 
salutary •.. a genuine moral contribution" 
(John Simon, film critic, New Lead) 
11M, YOU, TOO, CAN LOOK 
7~ -: SUAVE AND DEBONAIR! 
S• ! - .-...n_ +Q. WJU;\Of tv.:&- RENTS TUXEDOS! 
COMPLETE OUTFIT includes Shirt, Cummerbund, 
Suspenders, Handkerchief, Cufflinks, Tie and 
Boutonniere. 
DIAL 247-4347 
FIRST and GOLD 
COAT & TROUSERS 
NEW MEXIco· LOBO 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
$10 
$6.50 
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106 
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words) 
5¢ per word if some ad runs five or more consecutive times 
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times) 
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement 
CLASSIFICATIONS: 
1. Personals 
5. For Sole 
2. Lost & Found 
6. Employment 
3 Services 4. For Rent 
7. Miscellaneous 
INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT-- TIMES STARTING __ _ 
ENCLOSED$·---~ PLACED BY-----------
,, 
i' I 
1.' 
U Faculty Adopts ROTC Report 
Also Accepts Resolution Expressing Concern Over New Mexico Quarterly Issue 
The UNM faculty yesterday 
accepted the report and adopted 
the recomrnend,ations of the Ad 
Hoc Committee for the Review of 
the Role of ROTC by a vote of 
128-52. 
The faculty also adopted a 
resolution expressing concern over 
the Board of Regents' recent 
decision not to fully distribute the 
last issue of the New Mexico 
Quarterly. 
The vote to accept the ROTC 
report and adopt its 
recommendations came following 
an hour of discussion about 
whether or not ROTC should be 
allowed to continue at UNM. 
Assistant Law Professor Robert 
Walker, who opposed accepting 
the committee's report, said he 
pieced together from the report 
that ROTC has a "primary 
responsibility to the Department 
of Defense, and the University 
and truth second." 
Difficult Compromise 
Physics Professor John 
Howarth, after reading the 
committee's report, said he has 
"difficulty in compromising the 
minority and majority conclusions 
with the recommendations made" 
by t',\le committee. 
Administrative Vice President 
Sherman Smith said he would 
rather have ROTC at UNM, where 
cadets would be exposed to 
spectrum of beliefs, than at a 
smaller, more conservative 
institution. 
Sandy Heide, a student on the 
committee, said the committee 
felt the report would carry more 
weight if it were unanimously 
accepted by the ad hoc 
committee. Mrs. Heide said she 
had to compromise some of her 
beliefs about ROTC before the 
report was issued, but after 
re-examining the issue, she still 
was not sure whether or not 
ROTC should be removed from 
the UNM curricula. 
Oversee Selection 
0 ne of the committee's 
recommendations was that the 
academil) vice president oversee 
selection and appointment 
procedures for professors of naval 
science and aerospace studies. 
Such procedure would be similar 
to procedures followed in the 
selection of acaqemic deans, said 
t;he repor.t. 
Academic Vice President 
Chester Travelstead said it would 
be possible to select military 
professors in a way similar to the 
selection of academic deans, but it 
would require changes in the 
selection procedure which the 
Department of Defense follows. 
Captain Kenneth Brown, 
commanding officer of the Naval 
ROTC unit at UNM, said the 
Department of Defense presently 
screens potential ROTC 
professors, then sends the 
recommendations to the 
universities, 
The ROTC review committee 
also recommended that a 
committee, possibly the faculty 
Curricula Committee, review the 
curricula used in the ROTC 
program. 
Progress Review 
The ROTC review committee 
also recommended that the 
faculty Policy Committee review 
the progress of all 
NE\N 
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Cloudy 
Wednesday, September 24, 1969 
Lobo I>hoto by Martin Feyen 
The sky is gray, and white, and cloudy, and some UNM students 
think, what with the advent of classes and books, that more than the 
sky is hanging down on them. 
Evaluation Committee Meets 
Two Bills Receive 'Do Pass' 
The Student Senate Steering 
and Finance Committees met 
yesterday and gave "do pass" 
recommendations to a total of 
five resolutions and two bills. 
In a separate meeting the 
Faculty Evaluation Committee, 
set up last semester as an 
experiment, said the program 
would be continued this semester. 
The Steering Committee gave a . 
"do pass" recommendation to a 
Senate resolution which expresses 
"support" for the planned Oct. 15 
Vietnam Moratorium Day. . 
The resolution states that it is 
the "sense" of the Senate that the 
entire University community 
should join in observance of the 
moratorium. 
Steering also reported out of 
committee with •favorable 
recommendations a resolution 
expres.~ing support for the Poor 
People's Co-operative; a resolution 
supporting the find!ngs of a recent 
outside evaluation of UNM, 
particularly with regard to the 
library; a bill to change the 
manner in which cheerleaders are 
elected; a resolution stating that 
ASUNM should be the first line of 
''defense" of the University; and a 
resolution expressing 
commendation to the committee 
which designed plans for an 
all-University constitution. 
Finance 
The Finance Committee gave a 
"do pass" recommendation to a 
bill which would give $150 to the 
Vietnam Moratorium Committee 
and a proposed constitutional 
amendment which would allow 
graduate students better 
proportional representation in the 
ASUNM. The committee tabled 
two bills to appropriate money to 
. the Sandia Grotto and the UNM 
Sport Parachuting Team. 
Robert Sirns, chairman of the 
Faculty Evaluation Committee 
said the group's survey this year 
would include teaching and 
graduate assistants as well as 
full·time professors. Last year the 
survey covered professors only. 
Sims also said the results of the 
survey will be scored by 
computer, rather than 
h and-~cored as they were last 
semester. "There was a better 
than 70 percent error in the scores 
last year due to hand-scoring,'' 
Sims said. 
"Professors," Sims said, "will 
administer the survey themselves, 
at their own convenience, 
sometime after the eight-week 
exams." 
Sims also said he needs the 
following information from 
teaching and graduate assistants; 
name, course, section, number of 
students, number of classes 
taught, and their campus mailing 
address. The information should 
be sent to the Faculty Evaluation 
_Committee in the Union, 
recommendations adopted by the 
faculty. If no progress has been 
made by second semester, 
1969·70, the review committee 
asked that a new committee be 
created to consider possible 
removal of academic credit for 
ROTC courses, beginning with the 
incoming freshmen class of 1971. 
The faculty adopted the 
resolution concerning the New 
Mexico Quarterly by a majority 
voice. 
The resolution said, "The 
faculty strongly expresses its 
concern abqut the Regents's 
decision against distribution of 
the final issue of the New Mexico 
Quarterly and endorses the 
proceedings which are underway 
through appropriate committee of 
the faculty to request 
reconsideration of the matter by 
the Regents." 
The second part of the 
resolution said, "The faculty 
affirms its intention to keep this 
matter under active consideration 
pending satisfactory resolution." 
Sociology Professor Gilbert 
Merkx said he did not feel the 
resolution was strong enough to 
convey the faculty's feelings 
about the Quarterly. 
Serious Questions 
Professor Edwin C. Hoyt, who 
introduced the resolution, said he 
and the eleven other faculty 
members who signed the 
resolution introduced it because 
they feel there are "serious 
questions to be answered, 
touching on censorship and 
academic freedom, "which must" 
be debated by the faculty. 
Hoyt also said the reso!U.:ion 
shows the Quarterly issue is not 
being ignored by the faculty, and 
they support any action now 
being taken, 
Marion Cottrell, chairman of ' 
the Faculty Policy Committee, 
said he has received a letter from 
the Board of Regents's President 
Arturo Ortega saying the regents 
are prepared to put the question 
of the Quarterly on the Regents's 
agenda at the convenience of the 
Faculty Policy Committee. 
The Faculty Policy Committee 
has requested a rehearing for the 
Quarterly, at the request of the 
Faculty Publications Committee. 
No.9 
Regents Study 
Ticket Revenue 
From U Campus 
An agreement that would put all traffic violations on the 
UNM campus under Albuquerque municipal jurisdiction will 
be taken up by the UNM Regents this Saturday. 
The agreement, between the Regents and the City of 
Albuquerque, would make the city recipients of the revenue 
collected from parking fines, and would make them 
responsible for collection and court action, said Sherman 
Smith, UNM administrative vice-president. 
Student Court 
Currently, the city processes moving and parking 
violations ticketed on city streets within or bordering the 
campus. Parking fines on interior lots, however, are collec~ed 
through the cashier's office, and appeals handled through 
student court. 
The new agreement would include interior lot violations 
under city jurisdiction. 
The change was effected by a statute passed by the New 
Mexico Legislature this spring. It reads, in part, "the 
municipal court has jurisdiction over violations of campus 
traffic regulations (in) areas under control of the board of 
regents. Fines and forfeitures collected by the municipal 
court under campus traffic regulations shall be credited to 
the general fund of the municipality." 
HSame Situation" 
"All the universities in the state are in the same situation," 
said Smith. "Although none of the institutions have ever 
been challenged on this point, only courts are legally able to 
levy fines." 
The change will go into effect Feb. 1, 1970 if the pr~"Sent 
proposal is adopted. 
Currently money collected in parking fines goes mainly 
into "Improvement of parking lots," said Smith. 
Rally Leads to Barricade 
Nearly 60 anti-war 
demonstators, calling themselves 
the Committee to Smash ROTC,'' 
barricaded themselves inside the 
University of Michigan's North 
Hall for nearly five hours before 
leaving peacefully early yesterday. 
The takeover of the university's 
main ROTC building came after a 
mass rally in the Student Union 
and was the latest in a series of 
campus disruptions aimed against 
the Reserve Officer's Training 
Corps. It followed a two-day 
week~;md teach-in against the war 
in Vietnam. 
Some two dozen police ringed 
the )Juilding while city, county 
and stlllte police were alerted. 
There were no arrests, 
